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Abstract

Background: Stochastic defects are becoming major concern in the future extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) lithography as their probability Pd exponentially increases with decreasing feature size
and is highly sensitive to variations in process/mask conditions. Photon shot-noise and discrete/
probabilistic nature of materials have been blamed as their causes.

Aim:We introduce models for relating Pd to photon and resist statistics under various exposures
and material conditions and analyze their impact in future EUV lithography.

Approach: Three-dimensional reaction distribution is calculated by a fully coupled Monte
Carlo simulation including discrete photon, photoelectron scattering, and resist stochastics.
Then probability models predict Pd from statistical data extracted from Monte Carlo results.

Results: Stochastic defect generation is enhanced by cascade and/or cluster of correlated
reactions among nearby polymers/molecules due to secondary electrons (SE)/acid diffusion and
SEs generated along scattered photoelectron trajectories. Pd decreases with increasing reaction
density, suppressing effective image blur, and introducing quenchers, where reaction density is
limited by SE, photoacid generator, and reaction site. Defect probability increases with decreas-
ing target size for the same k1-factor, while strongly dependent on image slope and defocus.

Conclusions: Our analyses suggest that applying EUV lithography to smaller target requires
careful material choice, extremely precise process control, and further EUV power enhancement.
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1 Introduction

As the pattern width of integrated circuit is approaching the size of polymers or molecules,
stochastic behaviors (unpredictable deviation in the edge from designed position) begin to
appear in their patterning processes through local variations in pattern sizes and stochastic
defects. The local size variations, such as local critical dimension uniformity (LCDU) and line
edge roughness (LER) are regarded as a dispersion of the pattern feature size and affect the
variation in device performances and chip yields through unpredictable edge placement errors
both in immersion-ArF laser and in extreme ultraviolet (EUV) exposure processes.1,2 In contrast,
stochastic defects are fatal patterning failures such as bridging between neighboring lines or
breakages of lines.3–5 This is becoming major concern in the future EUV lithography as observed
probability of these defects exponentially increases with decreasing feature size and is highly
sensitive to variations in process conditions and in masks. Photon shot-noise and probabilistic
nature of materials (discrete and inhomogeneous distributions of reaction species and reaction
stochasticity) have been blamed as their causes. Although several attempts have been made on
analyzing them, the contribution of each factor is not always clear yet.6–14
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Conventionally, lithographic processes have been understood as interactions between pat-
terned electromagnetic fields and resist materials as an inelastic body, and both of which are
dealt with as continuous properties. This assumption is no more appropriate as pattern sizes
approach to the average distances between photon-absorption events (as in EUV) or between
chemical species interacting with the photons such as photoacid generator (PAG) in chemically
amplified resist (CAR). If we take this discreteness into account (more strictly, by replacing
a continuous function with a discrete function locally assuming discrete uniform distribution,
so that the density of the latter is equal to the original continuous function), stochastic behaviors
appear and we call this type of stochastic behavior intrinsic stochastics.

In contrast, unexpected spatial fluctuations in image intensity or resist material compositions
can also trigger stochastic defects. It is reported that the defect probability is enhanced at the
locations of mask defects although these defects themselves change resist critical dimension
(CD) only in most cases.15 Also differences in interactions among different chemical compo-
nents are suggested to cause local fluctuations in resist compositions such as an aggregation of
PAG. Since the above intrinsic defect generation strongly depends on these exposure and
material conditions, these fluctuations can enhance the generation of stochastic defects.16

We call this type of enhanced stochastic defect extrinsic, which can be dealt with by locally
introducing perturbations to conditions for intrinsic stochastics. Since this requires thorough
characterization of the fluctuations in extrinsic conditions, however, we focus on the intrinsic
stochastics in this paper.

Since stochastic defects are evident only in EUV, their cause is hidden in differences between
EUVand deep-ultraviolet (DUV), such as differences in photon densities, reaction mechanisms,
or feature sizes. The area density of incident photon in EUV is about one-fourteenth of that in
ArF when similar resist sensitivities are required at both wavelengths from practical constraints
in each exposure tool. In contrast, the density of solubility changing reactions in resists should
also be similar between the two wavelengths, assuming similar material platforms and chemical
mechanisms for both wavelengths. The gap between the above two densities need to be com-
pensated by (a) photon-absorption efficiency, (b) number of secondary electrons (SEs) generated
from one photon, and (c) catalytic reactions (for CAR). We speculated that the defect generation
closely relates to the spatial localization in the above three processes.

We previously calculated stochastic defects probabilities and their dependences on imaging
and material conditions by combining fully coupled a Monte Carlo method and probabilistic
models, pointing out that a wide range of variations in photoelectron trajectories and resulting
SE distributions have also impact on defect generations.17–19 However, this has not fully taken
account of resist factor of stochastics. Mack20 analytically compared the impacts of photon and
resist (acid in CAR) factors on LCDU, and relationships of resist compositions and defect prob-
abilities have also been pointed out.21 In this paper, first, we add resist stochastics to the Monte
Carlo part of our previous model for investigating the impact of each factors on stochastic
defects.

In our previous defect probability models, we calculated defect probabilities using the fol-
lowing two mechanisms. First in the shot-noise model, we define stochastic defects as accidental
connections of spot defects, in which the solubility in a particular spot of the resist film depart
from desired ranges (mechanism A). Second in the SE string model, we assume that defects are
generated by SEs emitted along a photoelectron trajectory, and we calculate the probability that a
trajectory travels over a defect area (from mask edge to the center of unexposed area, for exam-
ple) emitting SEs with intervals shorter than a specified threshold (mechanism B). However, their
contributions are not always clear, and in this paper, we investigate the Monte Carlo results more
closely and introduce a correlated reaction model to holistically deal with the above two mech-
anisms and other effects.19

We also introduce the effects of quenchers and densely packed polymers and extend the
models to simple two-dimensional (2-D) arrays of dots and holes as well as periodic lines and
spaces (L/S). The models are calibrated to experimentally observed behavior of stochastic
defects within practical ranges for material parameters. In what follows, we discuss our models
and their basic behaviors (Sec. 2) and analyze stochastic defects in EUV lithography using the
models (Sec. 3).
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2 Analysis of Intrinsic Stochastic Defects

This section explains two main parts comprising our analysis method, fully coupled Monte Carlo
simulation of resist exposure processes and probabilistic model of stochastic defects, and we
discuss the defect generation mechanism. The Monte Carlo part calculates the distributions
of reactions for changing solubility of resist matrix, and the probabilistic model extracts stat-
istical information from the Monte Carlo results and calculates defect probabilities. For each
part, we explain the methods and explore their basic behavior separately. Defect probabilities
in EUV lithography calculated using the method are discussed in Sec. 3.

2.1 Monte Carlo Method

When exposing a resist film with EUV light, atoms in the resist film absorb EUV photons at
random positions (rPA) with the probabilities proportional to local light intensity and emit photo-
electrons in arbitrary directions. We calculate the light intensity distribution in the resist film
from 2-D images Iðx; yÞ by the conventional partial coherent theory and Lambert–Beer law
(absorption coefficient α).22 Each emitted photoelectron moves inside the resist film with chang-
ing its direction by elastic scattering and with losing its energy by inelastic scattering until it
stops when its energy becomes lower than a certain threshold. An SE is generated at each
inelastic scattering site (rSE) along photoelectron trajectories. We calculate the electron scattering
process using the conventional discrete loss approximation model.23–25

For CAR, we distribute PAGs and quenchers at random positions (rPAG and rQ) uniformly
inside the resist film with volumetric density DPAG and DQ. Generated SEs diffuse inside the
resist film and some of them are captured by PAGs within the SE blur range (σSE) to generate
photoacids.26 This capture rate is proportional to the probability PSE that an SE exist at PAG
sites, which is set to depend on the distance Δr between SE generation site and PAG site for each
SE usually as PSE ¼ expð−Δr2∕σSEÞ. SE and PAG are deactivated once they generate an acid.
Each active acid generated at one of PAG sites (racid) diffuses inside the resist film and induces
turn-on-numbers (TONs) of acid-catalytic (deprotection) reactions at random positions (rR) in
resist matrix polymers or molecules within an acid diffusion range (σacid). This catalytic reaction
probability is proportional to the existing probability Pacid of acid, which is set to depend on the
distance between the acid generation site and the reaction site. When diffusing inside the resist
film, some acids are neutralized by quenchers if they enter the diffusion ranges of quenchers with
probabilities depending on the distance between acid and quencher. Although the above main
acid-catalytic reactions and quenching are competing processes, the kinetics for each process is
not clear. Due to the lack of this kinetic information and limited computing resources, we sim-
ulate the quenching processes as follows; we first select TON of protected-moiety sites as can-
didates for main catalytic reactions for each acid, and for those sites around quenchers, we select
some of them with probabilities depending on the distances between sites and quencher and
neutralize 50% of them. Quenchers are deactivated once they are neutralized. Since this is a
bold approximation, note that the results with quenchers in this paper are qualitative rather than
quantitative.

For CAR exposed by DUV light (such as ArF laser), PAGs randomly distributed in a resist
film absorb DUV photons with the probabilities proportional to the local light intensity and
generate acids with the probability of quantum efficiency at racid, and the rest is the same as
for EUV. For non-CAR such as metal-oxide (MOx) resists27 exposed by EUV light, each
generated SE in the above CAR process directly reacts with a nearby reaction site of resist
molecules/polymers (such as ligand in MOx) within the SE blur range (σSE) to change their
solubility.

We implemented the above processes into a simulator based on Monte-Carlo method to
obtain three-dimensional distributions of various events (such as photon absorptions, photoelec-
tron scattering, generations of SEs and photoacids, and catalytic reactions) for various conditions
(such as material types, material parameters, imaging conditions, mask pattern types, and their
feature sizes). The simulator comprises of a photon stochastic part and a resist stochastic part as
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The relationships among major parameters and variables are also
shown in this figure. Repetitive boundary conditions with the pattern period are set for image,
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electron-scattering, distributions of chemical species, diffusion, and reactions. We also calcu-
lated the rates of SEs captured by PAGs, quenching, and the final acid generation under flood
exposure using the above Monte Carlo method. Note that these rates change with materials and
exposure dosage (and thus locations within images) since they depend on local distributions and
blur ranges of SEs, PAGs, and quenchers.

2.2 Monte Carlo Results

2.2.1 Clustering and cascading of correlated reaction

A typical distribution of reactions calculated for EUV-exposed CAR is shown as an inset of
Fig. 1, where reactions induced by photons absorbed in the depth range of 10-nm from the sur-
face of resist film are extracted. The reactions induced from the same photon are shown with the
same color. For visibility, top views of the following event distributions in 5-nm thick slices from
the surface of the resist films are shown in Fig. 2; (a) photon absorptions (red) and PAGs (blue),
(b) acid generations (green) and SE generations (magenta), and (c) main reactions for changing
the solubility of resist matrix, where the reactions induced by the same photon are shown in the
same color. In Fig. 2, results for ArF-exposed CAR with low- and high-PAG density, EUV-
exposed CAR, and EUV-exposed MOx material are compared. For purely evaluating the influ-
ence of densities for photons and chemical species, the same irradiation dosage (40 mJ∕cm2),
optical image distribution (16-nm L/S by EUV, NA0.33 equivalent), and acid diffusion range
(3 nm for CAR) are hypothetically assumed. TONs in CAR are roughly adjusted to achieve a

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Procedures of calculating stochastic defect probabilities consisting of (a) fully coupled
Monte Carlo simulation for calculating reaction distributions in resist films and (b) probability model
for calculating stochastic defect probabilities from the reaction distributions. Inset: typical example
of main reaction distributions in EUV-exposed CAR resist film (16-nm L/S by EUV NA0.33, dipole
illumination). Reactions originated from the same photon are shown by the same color.
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proper reaction contrast for each wavelength. Major calculation conditions and the densities of
photon absorption, SE generation, PAG or ligands, and main reaction are also shown in Fig. 2.

Resist pattern formation is difficult for PAG density (0.2 nm−3) lower than photon density in
ArF. As PAG density (0.5 nm−3) approaches to the photon density, it becomes possible with
relatively smooth edges in the distributions of acid generations and main reactions. (In ArF,
PAGs contribute a part of photon absorption in resists.) In the main reaction distributions,
reactions induced by different photons (shown by different colors) are uniformly mixed. For
EUV-exposed CAR with the same PAG density, photon-absorption density is one fourteenth
of that in ArF, and we observe rough line edges in acid generation distributions. In the main
reaction distribution, we observe clusters of the same color reactions induced by the same
photon, and the edges of reaction distribution are shaped by the edge of these clusters. For
EUV-exposed MOx, densities of both photon absorptions and ligands increase, resulting in more
densely packed, smaller size clusters.

Figure 3(a) compares the cross-sectional views of three-dimensional reaction distributions
for ArF- and EUV-exposed CARs. Reactions in various colors are uniformly mixed in ArF,
whereas reactions shown by a particular color are spatially aggregated in EUV. The formation
mechanism of the above clusters is intuitively illustrated in Fig. 3(b). In ArF/CAR, an absorbed
photon induces TON of reactions within an acid diffusion range (3 to 5 nm). This diffusion range
is longer than the average distance among absorbed photons (roughly 1.1 nm for a typical con-
dition). Thus reactions induced by different photons (shown by different colors) are uniformly
mixed, and the contribution of a particular photon to the solubility of polymer is diluted. In
contrast for EUV/CAR, a larger number of reactions (SE yield × TON) is induced by each indi-
vidual photon and distributed within the blur range along photoelectron trajectory. Since the
average distance among photon absorptions (2.7 nm for the same dosage and absorption) is
longer than in ArF case and closer to typical diffusion blur ranges, reactions induced by each
individual photon are aggregated to form a cluster of correlated reactions. The size of cluster is
comparable to or larger than typical polymer size, and the solubility of polymers within such a

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 Top-views of three-dimensional distributions of various events calculated for ArF/CAR,
EUV/CAR, and EUV/MOx: (a) photon-absorption events (red) and initial PAG or reaction site
(blue), (b) SE generation (magenta), and acid generation (green), and (c) main reactions (the
same color for reactions originated from the same photon). To clarify the differences in reaction
mechanisms, the same image distribution (16-nm L/S by EUV NA0.33, dipole illumination) and
diffusion blurs (3 nm for CAR) are hypothetically assumed.
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cluster is determined by a particular photon. For EUV/non-CAR, each individual photon induces
SE yield (number of SE generated from one photon absorption) of reactions within the SE blur
range (1 to 2 nm) to form clusters of correlated reaction. This is smaller than in the case of CAR
but can be comparable to or larger than a typical size of resist molecule (1 nm reported for MOx
resists) and solubility of such molecules can be governed by a particular photon. Although
increasing blur and photon density enhance mixing of correlated reactions and suppress the
formation of their clusters, we will examine their impact on stochastic defect suppression later.

In Fig. 3(c), we magnify the distributions of SEs and reactions for MOx. Here we find some
SEs arranged in chains, which are generated along the same photoelectron trajectories. Inset
micrographs in Fig. 3(c) show 16-nm L/S patterns observed using an aberration-corrected
SEM at a low-acceleration voltage (100 eV).28 Here we observe whisker-like residues in clear
regions which is similar to the simulation results.

The above two mechanisms, reaction clustering and SE cascading shown in Figs. 3(b) and
3(c) suggest that nearby reactions induced by an identical photoelectron are correlated, and this
makes the solubility of nearby polymers or molecules also correlated. That is, a particular spot in
a resist film is more likely to be defective if its neighboring spot is defective than is not. We take
account of this in defect probability models.

2.2.2 Photon-limited or chemistry-limited stochastics?

There have been some discussions on whether stochastics in lithography processes are originated
from photon shot-noise or resist materials. Before discussing defect probability models, we
examine the contribution of the above two factors on stochastics in EUV exposures. As
Mack20 analytically explained, when the density of PAG (or primary chemical species accepting
photons/SEs) is sufficiently higher than the density of photons/SEs near pattern edges, LER/
LCDU (caused by fluctuation in acid density) reflects photon noise. When the former is lower
than the latter, on the other hand, it reflects the randomness of PAG distribution.

Using the above Monte Carlo simulation, we calculate an SE-reaction efficiency, the average
number of reactions which a single SE can induce (SE-reactions) as a function of densities of
photon absorptions and SE-reaction sites (Fig. 4). For CARs, the SE-reactions and their sites
correspond to acid generations and PAGs, and for MOx main reactions to change the resist solu-
bility and ligands. For the SE-reaction site density sufficiently higher than the average SE density

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Mechanisms of correlation in reactions: (a) catalytic reaction distributions for ArF- and
EUV-exposed CAR calculated by Monte Carlo simulation, (b) generation mechanism for cluster
of correlated reactions in EUV, and (c) cascade of SEs (shown by magenta) along photoelectron
trajectories in EUV. Inset micrograph is taken from Ref. 28.
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(∼4.9 times of photon density for SE energy of 15 mV), the SE-reaction efficiencies are
almost unity, representing that these reactions are photon limited. The rate decreases when the
SE-reaction site density is lower than the average SE density because SE-reaction is limited by
SE-reaction site density [Fig. 4(a)]. The rate decreases also if the SE blur is shorter than the
average distances between SEs or between PAGs [lower left corner of Fig. 4(b)].

For typical CARs, densities of photon absorptions and PAGs are approximately estimated in
the ranges of 0.04 to 0.08 and 0.2 to 0.5 nm−3, respectively, which are on the edge of photon-
limited plateau of the SE-reaction efficiencies. The acid generation rates after quenching and
quenching rate (the ratio of acids captured by quenchers) are also shown in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d). The acid generation rate after quenching in the above range shows that we can suppress
the acid generation rate selectively for low photon-density (low exposed) region [Fig. 4(c)],
where we find enhanced quenching rate [Fig. 4(d)]. This is because the quenching rate is limited
by quencher density except in case where the acid density is low. By setting the material/
operation conditions of resist exposures on the ridge of photon-limited region in Fig. 4(c), the
acid generation rates are kept high for exposed regions while that for unexposed regions low,
and this is expected to suppress the stochastic defects in unexposed regions.

For MOx, we assume that each of 1-nm diameter molecule has several ligands for forming a
cross-linked molecular network. Thus the reaction site density (>1 nm−3) is comparable or
higher than the average densities of photon and SE for a typical condition (0.23 and 1.13 nm−3,
respectively, for 40 mJ∕cm2, absorption 0.02 nm−1, 15 eV). Additionally, the average distance
between reaction sites (ligands) in MOx resists is shorter than the SE blur, and generated SEs can
find reaction sites within its blur range. Thus we assume that MOx is photon-density-limited, and
later in Sec. 3, we skip the resist stochastic part in Monte Carlo simulation for saving calcu-
lation time.

The highest acid density is limited by the lower one of SE density and PAG density, and their
upper limit are determined by practical factors such as the output power of exposure tools, pro-
ductivity requirements, resist photoabsorptions, and material formulations. We will analyze the
impact of these densities on stochastic defect probabilities latter. Although the relationship

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 SE reaction efficiencies as functions of densities of photon absorptions and SE reaction
sites for (a) 2-nm SE blur and (b) 1-nm SE blur. (c) Acid generation efficiency after quenching
(2-nm SE blur) and (d) quenching efficiency as functions of densities of photon absorptions and
PAGs (2-nm SE blur).
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between these densities and LCDU/LER is another interesting application of the method, we do
not discuss it in this paper.

2.3 Probability Model of Correlated Reactions

Monte Carlo methods allow for exposure physics and resist chemistry but are too slow to directly
deal with extremely low probability stochastic defects. Thus we extract statistical information
from Monte Carlo results and use them for predicting defect probabilities with probabilistic
models as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). We decompose a defect probability into the product sum
of probabilities for edge positions and probabilities that film defects cover the area between
resist edge and location xd as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;603PdefectðxdÞ ¼
Z

PedgeðxedgeÞ · P2defectðxdjxedgeÞdxedge; (1)

where PedgeðxedgeÞ is the probability that the edge of main pattern feature is located at x ¼ xedge,
and P2defectðxdjxedgeÞ is the conditional probability that the area between x ¼ xedge and x ¼ xd
are defective under the condition that edge is located at x ¼ xedge. Here we assume one-dimen-
sional features (such as periodic L/S) and that defect probabilities changes in the direction x
normal to the mask edge. This can be extended to simple 2-D features such as periodic holes
or dots as discussed later.

In this paper, we derive both probabilities Pedge and P2defect from Monte Carlo results, and
thus all the results are self-consistent, although we can use Eq. (1) to evaluate the impact of
externally measured variations in wafers/masks on the defect probabilities as we discussed
in Ref. 29. Several approaches can be taken for calculating each element of decomposed prob-
abilities in Eq. (1) from Monte Carlo results. After briefly reviewing our previous approaches
(Mechanism A and B),17,18 we introduce a new approach (mechanism C).19

2.3.1 Shot-noise model (mechanism A)

First, we calculate the probabilities of defects at local spots in a resist film and define the sto-
chastic pattern defect as accidental connections of such spot defects. Here we define a local spot
in a resist film is defective when the resist film solubility at the spot depart from desired ranges,
and we name it a spot defect. To extract statistical information from the Monte Carlo results, the
resist film is divided by a three-dimensional grid, and we count the number of reactions in each
voxel produced by the grid. The solubility of each voxel (representing polymer/molecule) is
assumed to flip if the number of reaction NR in that particular voxel exceeds a certain threshold
NcR. Further, we count the number NSFV of solubility flipped voxels through thickness and
assume that the solubility of a spot film changes depending on the number NSFV. Since these
voxels represent the minimum volume units of dissolution in resist development, they represent
polymers or molecules of resist matrix, and voxel size is set equal to the diameter of polymers or
molecules. We assume bridge-type defects in negative-tone development (NTD) resist processes
for the following explanation, but it is also extended to break-type defects and positive-tone
development (PTD) resist processes. Here we set the following criteria, a spot pattern with des-
ignated resist thickness is formed when NSFV > NcSFV_pattern, and a spot film defect is formed
when NSFV > NcSFV_defect. (In general, NcSFV_pattern > NcSFV_defect since the remaining thick-
ness can be thinner for defect area than the full thickness of resist films.) Then the probability
of spot pattern formation Pspot pattern and that of spot defect formation Pspot defect is defined by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;156PspotXðxi; NcSFV_XÞ ¼
Z

∞

NcSFV_X

pdfSFVðxi; NSFVÞdNSFV: (2)

(X = pattern or defect).
Here pdfSFVðxi; NSFVÞ is a probability function that we find the number NSFV of solubility

flipped voxel through thickness at a spot x ¼ xi (in the direction normal to the edge), and it is
obtained by counting the number nðxi; NSFVÞ of samples along long L/S patterns across a
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simulation area with which we observe NSFV solubility flipped voxel through thickness at xi.
If the count nðxi; NSFVÞ is zero due to the limitation in simulation area, we extrapolate
pdfSFVðxi; NSFVÞ by exponential functions with respect to NSFV for each xi, with keeping the
changes in value and slope continuous.

The probability P2 of generating defect covering the area between main pattern edge and
the location xd in the clear space is calculated from the direct product of Pspot defect between
the pattern edge and xd as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;651P2defectAðxdjxedgeÞ ¼
Y

xedge<xi<xd

Pspot defectðxi; NcSFV_defectÞ: (3)

Similarly, the main pattern formation probability Pmain pattern is calculated from the direct
product of Pspot pattern in designated resist pattern areas, and the distribution of edge position
Pedge is derived by Pmain patternðx − δxÞ ½1 − Pmain patternðxþ δxÞ�. Defect probability is calculated
by substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1).

Mechanism A assumes that the solubility of resist films at each spot of resist film is
independent. As we see in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), however, photoelectron scattering and SE/acid
diffusions cause clustering and cascade of correlated reactions. Their correlation length is deter-
mined by the range of the scattering and diffusion and can be longer than the sizes of polymers/
molecules (voxels). Although mechanism A includes these correlated reactions within each
voxel (as the results of Monte Carlo simulations), it ignores the reaction correlation spreading
over nearby voxels, across voxel boundaries, and thus, it possibly underestimates defect
probabilities.

2.3.2 SE string model (mechanism B)

As an extreme case which mechanism A cannot cover, we introduced the SE string model
(mechanism B), in which we assumed that defects are generated by SEs emitted along a long
photoelectron trajectory as suggested in Fig. 3(c). Defect probability in mechanism B is defined
as the probability that a trajectory travels over a defect area (from resist pattern edge to the center
of unexposed area, for example), emitting SEs with intervals shorter than a specified threshold
(e.g., 1 nm). To calculate this, we first calculate PDF, PSE string (xdjxedge, photon absorption = r)
that photoelectron emitted from r ¼ ðx; y; zÞ generates an SE string between the main pattern
edge at xedge and the evaluation point at xd. By convolving this PDF with the probability that
photon absorption exists at r ¼ ðx; y; zÞ, we obtain the probability that an SE string is generated
between the edge at xedge and the position xd:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;298P2defectBðxdjxedgeÞ ¼
Z

PSE stringðxdjxedge; photon absorption ¼ ~rÞ · Pphoton absorptionð~rÞd~r: (4)

Defect probability is calculated by substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1). As we previously
reported, the probability of this can be comparable to that of mechanism A in some cases.
However, it is for a particular case where a defect is generated by a string of SEs along a long
photoelectron trajectory and ignores the conventional photon noise and clusters of correlated
reaction due to SE/acid diffusion. Thus it possibly underestimates defect probabilities.

2.3.3 Spatially correlated probability model (mechanism C)

We presume that stochastic defects in reality are caused from the mixture of the conventional
photon noise (mechanism A), the clustering of correlated reactions due to SE/acid diffusion
[as in Fig. 3(b)], and the cascade of correlated reactions due to photoelectron scattering [as
in Fig. 3(c)] whose extreme case is mechanism B. All of the above effects coexist within Monte
Carlo results although the contribution of each factor can vary from one case to another.
To extract these effects holistically from Monte Carlo results, here we introduce the correlated
reaction model (mechanism C).
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As shown previously (Figs. 2 and 3), the influence of reactions induced by a particular photo-
electron can spatially spread across adjacent voxels (polymers), and solubility of adjacent voxels
(polymers) or spot films are correlated. That is, a particular spot in a resist film is more likely to
be defective if its neighboring spot is defective than is not. To take this into account, we introduce
the conditional probability Pcorrðxijxi−1Þ as the probability that the spot at ðxi; yÞ is defective
under the condition that the spot at ðxi−1; yÞ is defective. For a spot at x ¼ xi to be included
in a layer defect, x ¼ xi−1 is always included in layer defect and both spots are defective.
Thus the probability P2 that the spot at x ¼ xi is included in the defect is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;640P2defectCðxdjxedgeÞ ¼
Y

xedge<xi<xd

Pcorr defectðxijxi−1Þ: (5)

Note that this is obtained by replacing the spot defect probability Pspot defect in the previous
mechanism A with the conditional probability Pcorr defectðxijxi−1Þ. Pcorr defectðxijxi−1Þ represents
the probability that neighboring spots becomes defective possibly due to an identical photoelec-
tron and is calculated from the probability density function pdfSFV½NSFVðxi−1Þ, NSFVðxiÞ] that
the area densities of solubility flipped polymer at xi−1 and xi are NSFVðxi−1Þ and NSFVðxiÞ in
resist film as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;521

Pcorr defectCðxijxi−1; NcSFV_XÞ

¼
R
∞
NcSFV_X

fR∞
NcSFVX

pdfSFV½NSFVðxi−1Þ; NSFVðxiÞ�dNSFVðxi−1ÞgdNSFVðxiÞR
∞
0 fR∞

NcSFVX
pdfSFV½NSFVðxi−1Þ; NSFVðxiÞ�dNSFVðxi−1ÞgdNSFVðxiÞ

: (6)

Here pdfSFV½nðxiÞ; nðxi−1Þ� is calculated from the same results of Monte Carlo simulation as
in the previous models, and it is obtained by counting the sample number n½NSFVðxi−1Þ;
NSFVðxiÞ� along long L/S patterns across a simulation area with which we observe NSFVðxi−1Þ
and NSFVðxiÞ solubility flipped voxels through thickness at xi−1 and xi. If the count is zero due to
limitations of simulation area, we extrapolate pdfSFV½NSFVðxi−1Þ; NSFVðxiÞ� by 2-D exponential
functions with respect to NSFVðxi−1Þ and NSFVðxiÞ for each xi with keeping the changes in value
and slope continuous.

To take account of correlations between the adjacent spots in diagonal relations (left and right
with respect to the direction normal to the mask edge), we calculate pdfSFV½nðxiÞ; nðxi−1Þ� for the
two diagonal directions and obtain the conditional probability for each. The total conditional
probability is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;319Pcorr defectðxijxi−1Þ ¼ max½Pcorr defect leftðxijxi−1Þ; Pcorr defect normalðxijxi−1Þ; Pcorr defect rightðxijxi−1Þ�:
(7)

Further, we calculate probabilities for break-type defects as well as for bridge-type defects.
For break-type defects, we change the range of direct product in Eq. (5) to 0 < xi < xedge and
change Eqs. (6) and (7) as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;116;228

Pcorr defectCðxijxiþ1; NcSFV_XÞ

¼
RNcSFVX
0

�RNcSFVX
0 pdfSFV½NSFVðxiÞ; NSFVðxiþ1Þ�dNSFVðxiþ1Þ

�
dNSFVðxiÞ

R∞
0

�RNcSFVX
0 pdfSFV½NSFVðxiÞ; NSFVðxiþ1Þ�dNSFVðxiþ1Þ

�
dNSFVðxiÞ

; (8)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;116;122Pcorr defectðxijxiþ1Þ ¼ min½Pcorr defect leftðxijxiþ1Þ; Pcorr defect normalðxijxiþ1Þ; Pcorr defect rightðxijxiþ1Þ�:
(9)

For PTD resist processes, the probability of break-type defects is calculated by Eqs. (6) and
(7), and that of bridge-type is by Eqs. (8) and (9).
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Note that we have three important material parameters, NcR, NSFV_pattern, and NSFVdefect in
mechanisms A and C. Threshold number NcR is the number of reactions in a voxel required for
flipping its solubility and is mainly controlled through material formulation such as densities of
hydrophobic moieties and of protected groups in resist matrix polymers. Instead of NcR, we use
a threshold reaction density DcR ¼ NcR /(volume of voxel) in this paper. Threshold number
NSFV_pattern andNSFVdefect are the numbers of solubility flipped voxels through thickness required
for forming resist patterns and defects, respectively, at a spot in resist film, and they mainly
represent the strength of resist development and/or etching. Values and definitions of major in-
dependent and dependent parameters used in this paper are listed in Table 1. Since we have
previously discussed the stochastic defect generation in mechanisms A and B,17,18 we focus
on mechanism C in this paper.

Table 1 Typical values and/or definitions of model parameters.

Variables Values and definitions

Numerical aperture 0.33 to 0.55

Simulation area 2000 to 20,000 nm × 20 to 32 nm (for L/S)

Resist thickness 20 nm

Resist photoabsorption 0.004 nm−1 (for CAR), 0.02 nm−1 (for MOx)

SE energy 0.015 keV (with 10% standard deviation)

SE blur 1.5 nm (mean free path of SE determined as a result of Monte Carlo
simulation and dependent on density of PAGs or ligands)

Voxel size 1 nm (for MOx), 2 nm (for CAR)

PAG density 0.3 to 0.7 nm−3 (for CAR)

Acid diffusion blur 2 to 5 nm (for CAR)

TON Number of acid catalytic reactions per acid: 3 to 10 (for CAR)

Quencher level Quencher density/PAG density: usually set at 0.2 in this paper

Acid quencher mutual diffusion length 4 nm (for CAR)

Ligand density 1 to 4 nm−3 (for MOx)

Reaction density Density of acid-catalytic reactions in CAR or reactions at ligands in
MOx

Threshold reaction density DcR Reaction density required for flipping the solubility of polymers or
molecules, DcR ¼ NcR∕voxel size3

Reaction site density Density of reaction sites in resist matrix in which solubility changing
reactions take place, such as protected moieties in CAR or ligands in
MOx. Usually set at 2 DcR

Potential reaction density Possible maximum reaction density under no restriction in PAG and
reaction site densities, approximated by (photon irradiation density) ×
(photoabsorption) × (# of SEs/# of photon absorptions) × (# of acid
generations/# of SEs) × TON

Nmax Maximum number of voxel through thickness, Nmax = resist
thickness/voxel size

NSFVpattern Number of solubility flipped voxel through thickness required for spot
pattern formation: set at 0.8 Nmax UOS in this paper

NSFVdefect Number of solubility flipped voxel through thickness required for spot
defect generation: set at 0.5 Nmax UOS in this paper
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2.3.4 Densely packed model

In the above explanations, we approximated a resist film by a simple cubic lattice with polymer/
molecular diameter as lattice constant and assumed a one-dimensional array of spot films in the
lattice. With such models, a 10-nm width resist feature is represented by only five voxels of 2-nm
size. In actual resist films, however, polymers or molecules are randomly packed, whose lateral
locations vary in steps smaller than polymer diameter, and defects (cluster of solubility flipped
polymers) are generated when nearby polymers/molecules touching one another flip their solu-
bility simultaneously. To simulate this situation, we separate polymer sizes and the granularity of
their locations by approximating resist matrix using the hexagonal close-pack structure (one of
densely packed lattice) as illustrated in Fig. 5. For pattern or defect formation, adjacent spot films
belonging to the sublattices A and B in Fig. 5 need to change their solubility simultaneously,
where spot film solubility in each sublattice is determined in the same manner as in the simple
cubic lattice case. We count the number of solubility flipped polymers in each sublattice and
apply the previously explained conditional probability separately. We omit the correlation
between the sublattices A and B for simplicity in the calculation procedure. Using the densely
packed model generally lowers the level of defect probabilities for whole calculation conditions
but does not affect relative relationships among them.

2.3.5 Extension to holes and dots

We extend the above explained models also to simple 2-D arrays of holes or dots. We assume a
radially symmetrical image distribution for each hole or dot and apply the same model as pre-
viously explained. Practically, we count NSFV along many lines radiating from a hole/dot center
for each hole/dot in the array, instead of many lines along the edge of L/S perpendicularly cutting
the mask edge. Then we replace x in Eq. (1) with radial position r.

2.4 Basic Behavior of Probability Model

2.4.1 Resist parameter design strategy

With the above Monte Carlo-based probability models for stochastic defects, we can calculate
delineated pattern sizes and stochastic defect probabilities from imaging conditions and material
parameters. To explore the relationships between input parameters and output performances, we
combine our model shown in Fig. 1 with a multivariable, multiobjective genetic algorithm
optimization tool.30 The tool finds sets of control variables which minimize objective functions.
Here we set four control variables (and their control ranges) as below; acid diffusion blur (2 to
5 nm), exposure dosage (10 to 100 mJ∕cm2), TON (3 to 10), and effective exposure normalized
by threshold (3 to 10) required for flipping the solubility of polymers/molecules. The exposure
dosage modulates the reaction density through the densities of photon absorptions and photo-
acids while TON modulate the reaction density independently from the acid density. The last
parameter is the ratio of reaction density for flood exposure area to that for the dissolution

Fig. 5 Model of densely packed polymer approximated by hexagonal close-pack structure.
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threshold at pattern edges, and it is adjusted to achieve designed resist size for the reaction den-
sity resulting from the other control variables. Other parameters are set as follows: polymer size
= 2 nm, absorption coefficient ¼ 0.004 nm−1, PE energy loss par inelastic scattering ¼ 15 eV

with 10% standard deviation (corresponding to about 4.9 SE generations per a photon-
absorption event). Calculation is performed for 16-nm L/S patterns with NA 0.33, dipole
illumination. We assume that the material parameters are mutually independent although this
is not always practical, as a positive correlation is expected between acid diffusion blur and
TON. Optimizations with such constraints are future problems, and in this paper, we investigate
the impact of individual parameters separately in Sec. 3. The above four control variables are
optimized for minimizing the following three objective functions; bridge defect probability,
break defect probability, and discrepancy of resist size from designed size. Due to limitations
in calculation resources, here we omitted the SE–PAG–quencher interaction part of the Monte
Carlo simulation, assuming that the PAG density is sufficiently high so that the acid generation
rate is not limited by PAG density. We mainly apply the correlation model explained in the
previous section.

Figure 6 show the distributions of delineated feature sizes and probabilities for bridge-type
and break-type defects obtained through the optimization with 10 generations of 100 popula-
tions. For the optimization, we used the software package based on NSGA-II algorithm with
setting a crossover probability and a distribution index of 0.8 and 5, and a mutation probability
and a distribution index of 0.1 and 10.31 Each point in Fig. 6 represents the performance
(i.e., delineated feature sizes and defect probabilities) calculated by Monte Carlo-based defect

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 6 Distributions of delineated feature sizes and defect probabilities (bridge-type and break-
type) obtained through the multiobjective genetic algorithm optimization. Colors in each plot
represent (a) the average distance between photon-absorption events, (b) diffusion blur, (c) TON,
(d) potential (possible maximum) reaction density, and (e) the ratio of potential reaction density to
the threshold reaction density required for flipping solubility of polymer/molecule.
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probability models for a particular material parameter set of 1000 parameter sets evaluated
during optimization in total. Relationships between defect probability (bridge-type) and expo-
sure dosages required for obtaining designed size resist features (dose-to-size) are also shown at
the bottom of Fig. 6 for the above optimization results. To visualize the relationship between the
performances and material parameters, the values of the following five parameters are shown by
color, diffusion blur [Fig. 6(a)], average distance among photon-absorption events [Fig. 6(b)],
TON [Fig. 6(c)], potential reaction density [Fig. 6(d)], and effective exposure normalized by
threshold, which is the ratio of potential reaction density to the threshold reaction density
required for flipping solubility of polymer/molecule [Fig. 6(e)]. Here the potential reaction den-
sity is defined as the product of area density of irradiated photon, absorption coefficient, SE
yield, acid generation efficiency, and TON in the acid catalytic reaction, corresponding to the
possible highest reaction density in flood exposure area without limitation in densities in PAGs
and reaction sites.

The lowest reachable limit of defect probability (so-called Pareto front) exponentially
decreases (for bridge-type) or increases (for break-type) with increasing space width. For both
types of defects, the defect probability decreases at each space width with decreasing diffusion
blur [Fig. 6(a)], with decreasing average distance among photon absorption (increasing photon-
absorption density) [Fig. 6(b)], with increasing TON [Fig. 6(c)], and with increasing the potential
reaction density [Fig. 6(d)]. The defect probabilities near the Pareto front are obtained when the
diffusion blur is near its lower limit, the photon-absorption density, TON, and the potential reac-
tion density are near their upper limit. The designed size resist features are obtained when the
relative threshold reaction density is about 3.5 to 4. The lowest attainable defect probability
exponentially decreases with increasing the dose-to-size (Fig. 6 bottom). This need to be accom-
panied with decreasing blur and increasing TON again.

Although the previous Monte Carlo results show that acid diffusion promotes spatial mixing
of reactions from various photons and dilutes the influence of photon noise, it has a negative
influence on stochastic defects due to image degradation in the feature sizes EUV is applied.
Since suppressing blur decreases the cluster size of correlated reactions, higher densities of pho-
tons and PAGs are necessary to fill the volume in resist films with the clusters and hopefully to
enhance the mixing. Further to utilize the increased density of acids for increasing the reaction
density, the density of reaction sites needs to be sufficiently high. The optimization results also
show that higher TON is preferable, meaning that not only photon-absorption density, but also
higher reaction density is effective for decreasing defect density. However, another optimization
results with setting the upper limit for reaction density (this is more practical assumption since it
is limited by the reaction site density) shows that increasing photon density takes priority over
increasing TON to achieve possible highest reaction density.

The optimization results in Fig. 6 show that the defect probability as low as 10−30, virtually
zero-defect is achievable at designed space width (16 nm). However, the conditions for achieving
this probability (2-nm diffusion blur, 100 mJ∕cm2 exposure dosage, and TON of 10) correspond
to the reaction density as high as 12 nm−3 in flood exposure area and is unrealistically high. Thus
the above optimization is not for practically determining optimal parameters but rather for sug-
gesting following design guidelines for materials/processes. It is preferable (a) to suppress image
degradation by decreasing diffusion blur, (b) to increase photon-absorption density along the
horizontal axes in Fig. 4 by increasing photon absorption and exposure dose, and (c) to increase
reaction density along the vertical axes in Fig. 4 by increasing reaction site density (such as
protected moieties or ligands), their dissolution thresholds, and TON, with keeping sufficient
level of PAG density for converting available number of SEs to acids. The above guidelines
can be applied also to non-CAR materials except for requirements for PAG and TON, whereas
some requirements such as a low-blur and high-site density are automatically fulfilled in MOx.
The influences of other parameters such as polymer size and quenching will be discussed in the
next section under practical material conditions.

2.4.2 Impact of correlated reactions

Here we examine the influence of correlation in reactions more in detail. Figure 7 compares
defect probabilities using the shot-noise model (mechanisms A) and the correlated reaction
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model (mechanisms C) obtained from the same Monte Carlo results for typical conditions. For
bridge-type defects, mechanism C predicts one to more than four orders of magnitude higher
defect probabilities than mechanism A. Discrepancy between the two is larger for shorter dif-
fusion blur, which enhance clustering of correlated reaction as suggested in Fig. 3. For break-
type defects, mechanisms C predicts finite level probabilities while probability predicted by
mechanism A is often below detection limit.

Typical 2-D distributions for the number NSFV of solubility flipped polymer through the
film are shown in Fig. 8(a) for diffusion blur of 2 and 5 nm and for photon-absorption density
D of 0.075 and 0.25 nm−3, corresponding roughly to 30 and 100 mJ∕cm2 for absorption coef-
ficient of 0.004 nm−1. As resist pattern features and defects, the areas for NSFV∕Nmax≧0.8 and
NSFV∕Nmax≧0.5 are shows by green and red (Nmax: number of voxel through thickness).
The evolution of probability density functions pdfSFV½NSFVðxi−1Þ; NSFVðxiÞ� are shown along
the x axis from the exposed area center to the unexposed area center in Fig. 8(b). TON of 10,
polymer size of 2 nm, and energy loss par inelastic scattering of 15 eV with 10% standard
deviation are assumed for 16-nm L/S patterns with NA 0.33, dipole illumination.

For low photon-absorption density and large diffusion blur (Fig. 8, top), we observe scattered
resist pattern edge and residues. Distributions of pdfSFV have rounding shapes, and their change
within the image is slow, meaning a low correlation between neighboring spots and a low image
contrast. With decreasing diffusion blur (Fig. 8, middle), fine structure (pixel level) fluctuation
decreases, but large structure fluctuation still remains in edge and we find both types of defects.

Fig. 7 Space width dependences of defect probabilities (CAR, 16-nm L/S patterns by NA 0.33)
calculated by shot-noise model (mechanism A) and correlated reaction model (mechanism C).
Space widths are modulated by changing exposure dosage for typical condition (voxel size =
2 nm, blur = 5 nm, threshold reaction density ¼ 1 nm−3, TON ¼ 10).

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Impact of correlated reactions and their dependences on diffusion blur and photon-
absorption density: (a) the 2-D distributions for the number of solubility flipped polymer through
film (green: NSFV∕Nmax≧0.8, red: NSFV∕Nmax≧0.5), (b) evolutions in the probability density func-
tions pdfSFV½NSFVðx i−1Þ; NSFVðx i Þ� along the x axis (from exposed area center to unexposed area
center).
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The shape of pdfSFV distribution changes from rounding to diagonal, representing an increased
correlation in solubility between adjacent film spots, and the observed LER reflects the shape of
correlated reaction clusters. This large structure fluctuation is suppressed by increasing photon-
absorption densities (Fig. 8, bottom). The distribution of pdfSFV changes rapidly across the mask
edge, meaning a high image contrast.

Although lower diffusion blur is desired for preventing effective images degradation, it pro-
motes clustering of correlated reactions, and the higher photon-absorption density is necessary to
enhance mixing of noncorrelated reactions. This agrees with the previous optimization results,
and in the next section, we will discuss its impact on defect probabilities in EUV lithography
more in detail.

3 Analysis of Stochastic Defect Probabilities in EUV Lithography

This section discusses EUV stochastic defect probabilities using the defect models introduced in
the previous section. We analyze their dependences on various conditions such as material types
(CAR, non-CAR, and MOx), material parameters (photoabsorption, PAG and quencher den-
sities, acid and quencher diffusion blurs, and threshold reaction densities), target design size
and imaging conditions (NA of exposure optics), and mask pattern types (L/S, dot, and hole).
To compare CAR and MOx, we assume NTD resist processes, except for the case we compare
the model results with experimental results reported for PTD CAR processes.

3.1 Material Parameter Dependences: CAR

3.1.1 Basic material parameters

Since both delineated pattern feature sizes and defect probabilities change with exposure
dosage, we calculated relationships between them by modulating exposure dose for various
materials and imaging conditions. Here we applied the defect probability model including
resist stochastics. Figure 9 show the dependences of the bridge-type (closed circles) and
break-type (closed triangles) defect probabilities on delineated space width for several PAG
densities (0.3 to 0.6 nm−3) and threshold reaction densities required for flipping polymer
solubility (0.4 to 1.6 nm−3) with and without quenchers. Other parameters are set as follows:
polymer diameter = 2 nm, absorption coefficient ¼ 0.004 nm−1, SE blur ¼ 2 nm, SE energy =
15 eV, acid-diffusion blur = 4 nm, acid-quencher mutual diffusion range = 4 nm, quencher
density normalized by acid density (quencher level) = 0.2, and acid catalytic reaction
TON ¼ 10. 16-nm L/S pattern is assumed for NA ¼ 0.33, dipole illumination (normalized
position of point sources at σx ¼ �0.9). Defect probability predicted by the model
without resist stochastics (the SE-PAG-quencher interaction) is also shown for comparison
[Fig. 9(d)].

With increasing space width, the defect probability exponentially decreases for bridge-type
and increases for break-type defects. (Fig. 9). For bridge-type defects in NTD (break-type in
PTD), defect probability curves shift to lower level when increasing the threshold reaction den-
sity while keeping PAG density constant. The shift stops at a certain threshold reaction density
level, and beyond this point, pattern formation itself becomes difficult [Fig. 9(a)]. As increasing
PAG density [Fig. 9(b)], this saturation threshold reaction density increases, and lower defect
probability is obtained. When increasing the PAG density while keeping the threshold reaction
density constant [Fig. 9(c)], the defect probabilities decrease first but soon saturate at a certain
PAG density. The behavior of resist stochastic model for sufficiently high PAG densities
[Fig. 9(b)] is similar to that of pure photon and electron stochastics model [Fig. 9(d)]. For
break-type defects in NTD (bridge-type in PTD), this dependence of defect probability on the
PAG and threshold reaction densities is weak. Introduction of quenchers significantly decreases
the level of defect probability within the limited ranges for PAG and threshold reaction densities
(Fig. 9, bottom). Dependence of defect probabilities on the PAG and threshold reaction densities
is similar between the cases with and without quenchers.
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Defect probabilities obtained at designed resist size are summarized in Fig. 10 as functions of
the threshold reaction density. Defect probabilities (without quenchers, solid lines in Fig. 10)
exponentially decrease with increasing the threshold reaction density until a certain saturation
point depending on the PAG density. Beyond this saturation point, the PAG density limits the
conversion of SEs into acids required for achieving higher threshold densities, and it becomes
difficult to delineate resist as designed size. With quenchers (dashed lines in Fig. 10), lower
defect probability is obtained for lower threshold reaction densities compared without them.
To lower the defect probability, higher threshold reaction density is desired, and to achieve this
threshold density, we need a sufficient level of PAG density to provide the amount of acids
required for achieving the reactions of the desired levels of threshold density. Thus the minimum
attainable defect density exponentially decreases with increasing both densities of PAGs and
threshold reaction density and with keeping a balance between them.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 9 Space width dependences of defect probabilities (CAR, 16-nm L/S patterns by NA 0.33) for
(a), (b), (d)–(f), (h) several threshold reaction densities and (c), (g), PAG densities with and without
quenchers. Results [(a)–(c) and (e)–(g)] are calculated by the model including resist stochastics
and (d), (h) are by the pure photon stochastic model. Space widths are modulated by changing
exposure dosage for 2-nm diameter polymer and 5-nm blur.

Fig. 10 Defect probabilities obtained at designed resist width as functions of threshold reaction
densities for several PAG densities (CAR, 16-nm L/S patterns by NA 0.33). Dashed and solid lines
are for with and without quenchers.
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3.1.2 Defect type dependence

While the probabilities of bridge-type defects (defects in unexposed area for NTD) decrease with
increasing threshold reaction densities, break-type defects (defects in exposed area for NTD) are
less dependent on them. To investigate this difference in responses of defect probabilities to resist
parameters, we examine the probabilities that the reaction density is excessive (overreacted) or
deficient (underreacted) at local spots in unexposed or exposed regions using Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. The probability density functions pdfreaction for the reaction densities at the centers of
exposed and unexposed areas are compared in Fig. 11 for several threshold reaction densities.
For each threshold reaction density, exposure dosage is set so that resist feature is obtained as
designed size, and the reaction density is normalized by threshold reaction density for compari-
son. For unexposed area center, pdfreaction deviates from normal distributions and decreases expo-
nentially in its tail, and their dispersions and their tail slopes change depending on the threshold
reaction densities. In contrast, for exposed area center, pdfreaction is almost in normal distribu-
tions, and its dispersion is less dependent on threshold reaction densities than for the unexposed
area. Because the side of the normalized reaction density > 1 in unexposed region pdfreaction
contributes the generation of bridge-type defects while the other side of the exposed region
pdfreaction, break-type, the above behavior of pdfreaction is one of possible causes for the depend-
ence of defect probabilities on threshold reaction densities and its difference between defect
types. Questions what determines the shapes of pdfs are left open.

3.1.3 Development and etching

As another material parameters, our probability models have NSFV_pattern and NSFV_defect, which
represent the number of solubility flipped voxel through film required for formation of pattern
and defect at a spot in resist films. They represent how difficult (or easy) to develop or etch films
for a given reaction density. Defect appears when the area of NSFV > NSFV_defect covers an unex-
posed region, or when the area of NSFV < NSFV_defect covers an exposed region. Therefore, the
defect probability in unexposed region (bridge-type in NTD and break-type in PTD) increases
for smaller NSFV_defect and that in exposed region (break-type in NTD and bridge-type in PTD)
increases for largerNSFV_defect. For NTD,NSFV_defect represents how easy it is to develop or etch a
film, while for PTD, it represents how difficult it is.

Delineated size dependences of defect probabilities in PTD are shown for several
NSFV_pattern∕Nmax andNSFV_defect∕Nmax in Fig. 12, whereNmax is the maximum number of voxels
through thickness. Levels of probabilities for bridge-type and break-type defects change with
NSFV_defect in opposite direction. Stochastic defect probabilities have been measured and reported
for several EUV-exposed resist materials using several metrology/inspection tools. One of
the typical experimental results using PTD-CAR are plotted in Fig. 12, where bridge defect
probabilities increase approximately from 10−5 to 10−2 with decreasing space size from

Fig. 11 Probability density functions for reaction density (normalized by threshold reaction den-
sity) calculated by Monte Carlo simulations. Results at the center of unexposed and exposed
regions (corresponding to bridge-type and break-type in NTD) are shown for several threshold
reaction densities.
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15 to 12.5 nm, while break-type from 10−6 to 10−2 with increasing space size from 17 to 19 nm
(decreasing line size from 15 to 13 nm).5 They are well explained by calculated results assuming
NSFV_defect∕Nmax ¼ 0.7 for bridge-type, and NSFV_defect∕Nmax ¼ 0.5 for break-type. Note that
they are not a unique parameter set for reproducing the experimental results but change with
other material parameters, and thus, they are empirical. The probabilities measured for bridge-
and break-type defects are explained by different NSFV_defect. When fitting calculations to results
measured on real wafers, the criteria for defect detection depend on metrology/inspection
method and can be different between bridge-type and break-type. Further, for defects found
after etching processes, the transferability of defects in resist films into under-layers is
different between both types due to microloading effects. Thus NSFV_defect for each type of
defects can be different in general. For the other part of this paper, however, we set the same
NSFV_defect for both type defects so that their probabilities are roughly comparable between them
for simplicity.

3.1.4 Polymer size dependence

To examine the influence of polymer diameter on defect probability, Fig. 13 compares defect
probabilities calculated for 1- and 2-nm voxel sizes. Defect probabilities for 1-nm polymer are
higher than that for 2 nm when other parameters are kept the same. This is because the former
requires higher reaction density than the latter for flipping polymer solubility and thus for
changing spot film solubility. On contrary to the intuitive speculation that smaller polymers are
advantageous for shrinking target size, the above results show that larger polymers are effective
for reducing defect probabilities when the reaction site density is limited.

3.2 Material Parameter Dependences: MOx

For nonchemically amplified MOx type resists, we assumed material parameters as follows:27

molecular diameter = 1 nm, absorption coefficient ¼ 0.02 nm−1, SE blur ¼ 1 to 3 nm, threshold

Fig. 12 Influence of NSFV_defect on calculated defect probabilities. PTD process is assumed and
black solid lines are for the reported experimental results [Ref. 5].

Fig. 13 Influence of voxel sizes on calculated defect probabilities. (CAR, 16-nm L/S patterns by
NA 0.33).
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reaction density required for flipping molecular solubility 1 to 4 nm−3. Note that no quenching
effect is expected in MOx. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, the average distance between reaction sites
in MOx resists is shorter than the SE blur. Thus here we omit the resist stochastic part in our
Monte Carlo simulation and randomly generate a reaction event near each SE generation site
with the Gaussian probability function with SE blur.

Defect probabilities exponentially decrease for bridge-type and increases for break-type
defects with increasing space width (Fig. 14). Defect probabilities calculated for several SE blurs
show that they rapidly degrade, in particular for bridge-type, when SE blur is larger than 2 nm
[Fig. 14(a)]. It is reported that the average distance between the SE generation (photoelectron
inelastic scattering) event and its chemical reaction with ligands in MOx molecules is about
1.5 nm, and this small blur is clear advantage of non-CAR over CAR. Defect probabilities cal-
culated for several threshold reaction densities show that they rapidly decrease with increasing
the threshold reaction density, again in particular for bridge-type [Fig. 14(b)]. As increasing
NSFV_defect, bridge-type defect probability rapidly decreases and break-type defect probability
slowly increases [Fig. 14(c)]. If we can control NSFV_defect independently from other material
parameters such as the threshold reaction density, high defect densities for high-blur or low-
threshold density can be restored by increasing NSFV_defect although possibility of such control
is unclear.

Here we compare relationships between defect probability and dose-to-size (exposure dos-
ages required for obtaining designed size resist features) for CAR and MOx, when modulating
them by changing the threshold reaction density (Fig. 15). When defect probability is photon-
number limited, defect probability exponentially decreases with increasing dose-to-size. Lower
defect probability can be expected with MOx than with CAR. To achieve this, however, the
higher reaction density is necessary, and it is at the cost of exposure dose.

Fig. 14 Space width dependences of defect probabilities in MOx resists for (a), (d), several SE
blurs, (b), (e) threshold reaction densities, and (c), (f) NSFV_defect. Results are shown (a)–(c) for
16-nm target by NA ¼ 0.33 and (d)–(f) for 10-nm target by NA ¼ 0.55. The pure photon stochastic
model is used and space widths are modulated by changing exposure dosage.
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3.3 Imaging Optics and Target Size Dependences

3.3.1 High-NA

Here we discuss the behavior of stochastic defects for smaller target sizes. To separate the
influences of absolute target size and normalized image log-slope (NILS), first, we compare the
defect probabilities for 10-nm L/S with NA 0.53 optics (k1 factor ¼ 0.392) and for 16-nm L/S
with NA 0.33 optics (k1 factor ¼ 0.391). Note that NA is set so that k1-factors are same for
two cases.

For CAR, we applied the defect probability model including resist stochastics with expand-
ing the material parameter ranges compared with the previous case for NA ¼ 0.33 as follows:
1 to 4 nm for diffusion blur, 0.4 to 1.6 nm−3 for densities of PAG and threshold reaction.
Calculated results [Fig. 16(a)] show that defect probability is more sensitive to diffusion blur

(a) (b)

Fig. 15 Defect probabilities as functions of dose-to-size for 16-nm L/S patterns by NA 0.33.
Results of bridge-type (orange) and break-type (green) defects are shown for (a) CAR and
(b) MOx. Doses-to-size are modulated by changing threshold reaction density.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 16 Space width dependences of defect probabilities (CAR, 10-nm L/S patterns by NA 0.55)
for (a), (e) several acid diffusion blur, (b), (c), (f), (g) threshold reaction densities, and (d), (h) PAG
densities with and without quenchers. Space widths are modulated by changing exposure dosage.
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than in the case for 16-nm target and rapidly degrade for blurs larger than 2 nm. Thus we assume
2-nm blur for the following calculation. For the above parameter ranges, the defect probability
decreases with increasing threshold reaction density while it is insensitive to PAG density
[Figs. 16(b) and 16(c)]. In spite of the same k1 factors, the defect probability is significantly
higher for 10-nm L/S with 0.53 NA optics than for 16-nm L/S with 0.33 NA optics for the
same PAG and threshold densities. Introducing quenchers restores degraded defect probabilities
[Figs. 16(e)–16(h)]. The defect density is strongly dependent on the absolute size of target
features. Additionally, the strong dependence of defect probability on blur shows that quality
of effective images such as NILS influences on defect probability. In applying CAR to smaller
target features, low diffusion blur is necessary for suppressing effective image degradation and
quenching is desired for blocking the stochastic noises. Since lower diffusion blur enhance
clustering of correlated reactions, increasing photon-absorption density (exposure dosage or
photoabsorption) is desired while increasing reaction site density and threshold reaction density.

Similar comparison for MOx resists also shows that the defect probability is significantly
higher for 10-nm L/S with 0.53 NA optics than for 16-nm L/S with 0.33 NA optics
[Figs. 14(d)–14(e)]. Calculated dependence of defect probabilities on SE blur shows that they
are more sensitive to SE blur for 10 nm than for 16 nm [Fig. 14(d)], and thus, this small blur in
MOx is clear advantage over CAR, particularly for smaller target sizes. Deference in SE blur
between 1- and 2-nm impacts more than that in diffusion blur for CAR shown in Fig. 16(a).
This is because the blur in CAR is roughly determined by a square-root-sum of SE blur and acid-
diffusion blur. Further, increasing threshold reaction density decrease the defect probability
[Fig. 14(e)], but this accompanies the increased dose-to-size as shown in Fig. 15(b).

3.3.2 Absolute size dependence mechanism

To examine the mechanism for the dependence of defect probability on target size and
blur, probability profiles of edge and spot defect generation are compared between 10- and
16-nm L/S (NA ¼ 0.55 and 0.33) in Fig. 17(a). Exposure dosages are adjusted so that edge
probability peaks are approximately on the nominal edge position, and both profiles are plotted
as functions of distance from nominal mask edge and superimposed.

For small blur, the profiles of the edge distribution and the spot defect probability are scaled
when decreasing target size and increasing NA with keeping k1-factor constant, and the
differences in spot defect probabilities at the unexposed region center are not large between
the two target sizes. This is because these profiles directly reflect the distribution of reactions.
With increasing blur, however, profiles degrade rapidly in particular for small target size because

(a) (b)

Fig. 17 Probability profiles for (a) resist pattern edge and spot defect and (b) that of stochastic
defects along the x axis (direction normal to mask edge). Results are compared for 10-nm L/S
(NA 0.53) and 16-nm L/S (NA 0.33). MOx resists are assumed and the SE blurs are changed from
1 to 3 nm.
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the influence of blur on reaction distribution increases with decreasing target size. Variations
among the edge probability peaks (height and width) are small compared with those among
the spot film defect profiles. Thus the differences in target sizes and blurs are the main reason
for increase in defect probability.

Stochastic defect probabilities calculated from these two profiles using Eq. (1) are plotted in
Fig. 17(b) for each condition. Since the stochastic defect probability is obtained as (a linear
combination of) direct products of spot defect probabilities (<1) in the area where defects are
defined, it exponentially decreases with increasing the defect area. Thus it increases with shrink-
ing the target size even when image contrast is kept unchanged. Also the strong dependence of
stochastic defect probability on blur for small target is due to degraded spot defect probability.

3.3.3 Process window

Previously, we showed that resist-process origin image blur severely increases the defect prob-
ability. There are various sources for optically degrading of image profiles, and they can also
affect stochastic defects. Here we evaluated the impact of defect on stochastic defects. Since the
depth of focus (DOF) decreases as the inverse square of NA, we compare the responses of defect
probabilities to defocusing for 16-nm (NA ¼ 0.33) and 10-nm target (NA ¼ 0.55). Delineated
resist sizes and defect probabilities (both for bridge- and for break-types) are calculated as func-
tions of image defocus for several exposure dosages (Fig. 18). We assumed CAR and MOx for
16- and 10-nm targets, respectively.

For 16-nm target (NA ¼ 0.33, CAR with diffusion blur of 4 nm, threshold reaction densities
of 1.2 nm−3, without quencher), the delineated size is kept almost constant through the defocus
range of 0 to 80 nm [Fig. 18(a)]. However, defect probability rapidly increases with defocus,
particularly for bridge-type defect (NTD), although we obtain considerably low defect proba-
bility at the focused condition [Fig. 18(b)]. The focal range with defect probability lower than
10−6 is only �30 nm. For 10-nm target (NA ¼ 0.55 NA, MOx with SE blur of 2 nm, threshold
reaction densities of 2 nm−3), DOF significantly decreases compared with the case of 16-nm
target [Figs. 18(d)–18(f)]. The focal range with defect probability lower than 10−6 is narrower
than �5 nm. By changing material parameters, diffusion blur to 1.5 nm and threshold reaction

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 18 Focus-exposure responses of (a), (d), (g) resist size and of defect probabilities for (b), (e),
(h) bridge-type and (c), (f), (i) break-type. (a)–(c) 16-nm L/S, NA ¼ 0.33, CAR, (d)–(i) 10-nm L/S,
NA ¼ 0.55, MOx. Dotted lines in (g)–(i) are for the improved resist parameters.
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density to 3 nm−3, we expect 10−6 defect probability within �20 nm focal range [Figs. 18(g)–
18(i), dashed lines]. Nevertheless, this suggests that stochastic defects can severely limit the
usable process window in the future.

3.4 Mask Pattern Type Dependences

So far, we have dealt with defect probabilities for periodical L/S patterns. Here we discuss sto-
chastic defects for another simple mask features, a 2-D array of apertures (holes) in dark-field
(DF) mask and that of opaque islands (dot) in bright-field (BF) mask. Defect probabilities for
holes in DF mask and for dots in BF mask are compared as functions of the delineated feature
size for holes or dots. Results for 40- and 24-nm array pitches are shown for several
NSFV_defect∕Nmax in Figs. 19(a) and 19(b). For 40-nm pitch, we assumed CAR with 0.33 NA
optics and a 2-nm mask bias (the size of hole/dot is 24 nm on a side), and for 24-nm pitch,
MOx with 0.55 NA optics and a 1-nm mask bias. Quadrupole illumination with normalized
position of point sources at σx ¼ �0.7 and σy ¼ �0.7 are assumed.

Though overall behaviors are similar between mask feature types, the probabilities for miss-
ing defects in BF masks are significantly large compared to other types defects, and it is difficult
to improve this by changing NSFV_defect. This suggests that DF masks are preferable for pattern-
ing isolated-type features in terms of stochastic defects as well as of EUVmask defects, requiring
both PTD and NTD processes depending on circuit layers. Application of the present model to
arbitrary design mask features is still a challenge.

4 Conclusions

Stochastic defect generation is enhanced by the cascade and/or cluster of correlated reactions
among nearby polymers/molecules due to SEs/acid diffusion and to SEs generated along scat-
tered photoelectron trajectories. Defect probability decreases with increasing reaction density,
suppressing effective image blur, and introducing quenchers. Reaction density is limited by den-
sities of SE, PAG, and reaction site, requiring a balance among these densities. Defect probability
exponentially increases with decreasing absolute target size for the same k1-factor, while it
strongly depends on image slope and thus, defocus, severely limiting process windows. Our
analyses suggest that applying EUV lithography to smaller target sizes requires careful material
choice, extremely precise process control, and further EUV power enhancement.

Stochastic defects can be defined as the case the extreme value distribution for some defect
indices such as CD or remaining resist thickness goes beyond a certain criteria. When comparing
the measured and calculated defect probabilities, we need to use the same index and its criteria

(a) (b)

Fig. 19 Dependences of defect probabilities on delineated pattern feature sizes for 2-D arrays of
apertures in DF mask and of islands in BF mask with several NSFV_defect: (a) 40-nm pitch,
NA ¼ 0.33, CAR, and (b) 24-nm pitch, NA ¼ 0.55, MOx. The photon stochastic model is used
and resist feature sizes are modulated by changing exposure dosage.
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for each. It is not always easy, however, to precisely quantify such small defects with metrology
tools and to calculate defects and their response to metrology tool with defect simulations.
Establishing a methodology for comparing the both is beyond the scope of this paper and a
future challenge.
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